
Chinese APT Targets Global Government Officials
Document Type: WatchTower Flash Report TLP: Green

Date of Publication: 29 May 2023 Cyber Risk Rating: Elevated

Date of Research: 23 May 2023 Threat Actors / Malware Families Referenced:
RoyalRoad, 8.t, CVE-2017-11882

Key Takeaways:
● WatchTower hunters have identified a malicious Rich Text Format (RTF) file exploiting CVE-2017-11882.

This document references a recent G7 meeting between the leaders of Ukraine, Australia, Brazil, the Cook
Islands, Comoros, India, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, and Vietnam to discuss international peace and
security to lure its targets into downloading and opening the document.

● WatchTower was able to match this file, named “[FINAL] Hiroshima Action Statement for Resilient Global
Food Security_trackchanged.docx” to another document found here.

● CVE-2017-11882 is a 17-year-old memory corruption issue in Microsoft Office (including Office 360). When
exploited successfully, it can let attackers execute remote code on a vulnerable machine. This attacker
uses a builder tool named RoyalRoad, which several Chinese APT groups previously used to poison
Microsoft Office files to target government officials in 2017.

Technical Details:

Threat actors sent out an email targeting government officials affiliated with France, the United Kingdom, India,

Singapore, and Australia. The email’s author claimed to be part of Indonesia’s Ministries of Foreign and Economic

Affairs.
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https://www.ft.dk/samling/20222/almdel/UPN/bilag/89/2713030.pdf
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2017-11882


The document attached to this email claims to be a series of action statements from the recent G7 meeting in

Hiroshima, Japan regarding “global food security.” The document also specifically refers to security issues

surrounding the South China Sea. Chinese APT groups have previously used this sensitive political issue against

targets within South Asian governments and government-affiliated entities, as shown in the following screenshots:
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WatchTower reviewed this malicious document and confirmed that it drops an infostealer with the hash value

SHA1: a4e89d1f060e4dfd5f0fd4e7ba8be96967b39ac7 that connects to the following C2:

13.236.189.80

For more information, guidance, or general help, contact us at watchtower@sentinelone.com. All queries in the

report will be available in the WatchTower Hunting Library in our upcoming GSS community.

Tactical Tools for HuntOps:
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Hunting Queries:

DstIP = "13.236.189.80"

Sha1 = "a4e89d1f060e4dfd5f0fd4e7ba8be96967b39ac7"
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